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Author’s response to reviews:

The OR for Geo-obstacles was stated as 0.219(0.0730.65). A dash is missing

*The dash that was missing in the confidence interval for variable “Geo-obstacles” has been placed - table 2

Inconsistent decimal points some were 2 while others are 3.
*Figures in the confidence intervals have been rounded off to the nearest two decimal places - table 2

The AOR and p-value for "privacy at the clinic" was reported as 6.02(3.012- 9.232) and 0.996 respectively. This is not possible. An interval excluding 1 is always significant.

*The decimal point as per SPSS outs was before 3, but had been placed after 3 in the lower limit of the confidence interval for variable “privacy”, this has been corrected - table 2